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Buick Century is the model name that was used by Buick for a line of upscale full-size cars from
to and to , as well as from to for mid-size cars. The first Buick Century debuted in as a shorter
and lighter model featuring the same engine as the bigger Roadmaster and Limited series
giving it more performance. In , Buick developed a concept car known as the Century Cruiser.
Originally, the Series 60 had the It had, at the beginning of the generation, a full-length running
board denoting the top model for Buick at the time. In , GM built 38, cars. The bodystyles
available were torpedo , sedan, coupe, and roadster convertible , using GM's " B-body "
platform. In , the running board was reduced and the Aesthetically, the Series 60 remained
almost unchanged, and the same fact occurred also in the following year. In and , a total of 55,
were produced. In , the length of the body increased. In , the appearance was changed to a more
rounded appearance, with a new In , the model remained almost unchanged. Total production
from to was 31, In , the model changed its name to "Century". Buick renamed its entire model
lineup for the model year to celebrate the engineering improvements and design advancements
over their models, introducing a " streamlined " appearance. Buick's Series 40 model range
became the Special , the Series 80 became the Roadmaster , and the Series 90, Buick's largest
and most luxurious vehicles, became the Limited. The Century took the place of the Series The
basic formula for the to Century was established by mating the shorter behind-the-engine cowl
Special bodies to the Roadmaster's larger straight-eight engine and consequently longer engine
compartment. In contrast, the Series 50 Super combined the larger Roadmaster body with the
smaller Special engine. Included in the model lineup during this period was a station wagon
model, a body style that had been unavailable during the Century's first production period of to
Introduced in the middle of the model year, the four-door Buick Century Riviera along with the
four-door Special Riviera , the four-door Oldsmobile 98 Holiday , and four-door 88 Holiday , were
the first four-door hardtops ever produced. For the first time, the Century featured four "
VentiPorts " on the front fenders like the larger Buick Roadmaster and Super; making more
apparent its status above that of the Special. In , the California Highway Patrol placed a large
fleet order for Century two-door sedans, a body style unavailable to the general public. It
combined the Special two-door sedan body shell with Century powertrain and trim. Broderick
Crawford was shown driving a two-door Century sedan during the first season of his popular
syndicated TV series Highway Patrol. In later seasons, he drove a four-door Century, like his
real-life counterparts in the California Highway Patrol. Power brakes were optional. Power
windows were standard in the convertible. A padded safety dash became optional. Because the
Century was considered the senior "small Buick", the model received a version of GM's only
hardtop station wagon, the Century Caballero , from through The Caballero proved expensive to
manufacture and unpopular with customers only 14, produced for both model years , so GM did
not bring it back for For , Buick renamed the Century the Invicta. The Buick Century nameplate
was revived for the model year on the rear-wheel drive intermediate A-body platform, which was
redesigned for this year. The name replaced Skylark for Buick's mid-sized cars. The Century
Regal coupe was added at the top of the model range and later became a separate series,
dropping the Century name. The base Century and Century coupes had a fastback roof with
large rear quarter glass, while the Century Luxus featured a more formal notchback roofline
with narrow opera windows. By replacing the Skylark, the Century inherited the Gran Sport
performance option. The package was available with any engine and included upgraded
suspension, additional instrumentation, and unique appearance treatment. A Saginaw
three-speed manual was standard with either engine. A Muncie M four-speed was available with
either or with the regular , while the Stage I required a Turbo-Hydramatic For , the Luxus was
renamed Century Custom. The four-barrel V8 became standard on station wagons. A new
landau top became available for fastback coupes that partially covered the rear quarter glass,
giving an appearance similar to the formal-roof Century Custom. A Century Special coupe was
added to the lineup, using the fastback roofline. The Special was marketed as an economy
variant of the Century and was only available with the V6 engine. In , the US government
legalized rectangular headlights long commonplace in Europe , and Buick promptly added them
to the Century, positioned side-by-side on coupes, and stacked vertically on sedans. Sedans
received a taller, more-formal grille, while coupes got an angled, body-colored front end along
with new bodyside sheet metal that lacked the traditional "sweepspear". The Gran Sport option
was discontinued. Buick Centuries were used in the and Indianapolis Motor Speedway as pace
cars. Buick introduced a Buick Century "Free Spirit" edition replica based on the Indy Pace Car
for the public with patriotic graphic decals and the Buick Hawk on the hood. This vehicle had a
transmission shifter on the floor with bucket seats and "Hurst Hatch" T-tops installed.
Alternatively, in , Buick introduced the "Free Spirit" edition of the Indy Pace Car; it was
downsized to the Special facelift sheet metal with a V6. The original Indy Pace Car had the
turbocharged V6. The replica featured a silver, black, and red paint with a black interior. The

vehicle included a positive-traction differential. The Century name was now applied to the entire
range except for the coupe, which retained the Regal name. The Century was initially offered as
an "aeroback" fastback two-door coupe and a fastback four-door sedan along with a station
wagon model sharing bodies with the Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon. The car was over a foot
shorter, several inches narrower, and several hundred pounds lighter than its predecessor. V6
engines were still standard due to fuel economy regulations. One of the more rare models of
this time was the to Century Turbo Coupe, powered by a turbocharged version of the 3. The
Turbo Coupe was not nearly as popular as the similar Regal Turbo Sport Coupe of the time, and
total production is estimated to be less than 2, The two fastback models along with the
Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon proved unpopular. For , the fastback four-door sedan was dropped in
favor of a conventional notchback four-door sedan. After , the Century fastback coupe was
discontinued. With the introduction of the new front-wheel drive Century in , the existing
notchback sedan and wagon models were transferred to the Regal line. In January , another
downsized Century arrived, this time on the front-wheel drive A platform , in coupe and sedan
forms. In , all versions were "freshened" with a new, more angular front fascia. Wheelbase was
Both four-cylinder gasoline units and diesel V6 engines were offered in this generation,
although neither became popular. Performance versions of several Buick models, including the
Century coupe, were marketed in the mids under the T-Type name. Although these convertibles
were sold as new cars through Buick dealerships, these conversions were not factory
authorized. In , the engine distributor was replaced by a coil-pack ignition system that proved to
be far more reliable than the system that it replaced. In Mexico, it was sold as the Century
Limited with no brand, although it wears the Buick logos. Introduced for , it was the top model
for General Motors Mexico, and it survived the import car wave from previously new car
importations were forbidden in Mexico and continued in production until the model year. The
Century received a facelift in late for the model year, [12] gaining a new more-rounded roofline,
but continuing on the A-body platform. Black plastic inserts with the Buick tri-shield emblem
replaced the rear quarter windows. The front end received flush headlamps and a rounded
grille, and the stand-up hood ornament was now standard. All sedan models were easily
distinguished by their full-width taillights that followed a Buick tradition of big taillights. The
was introduced in as a lower-powered alternative to the cc engine. The smaller engine featured
multiport fuel injection, waste spark distributor-less ignition controlled by the ECM after startup,
but had no balance shaft. An interior refresh came in for models. The model had seatbelts
mounted on the b-pillar, for the seatbelts were mounted on the door. From , the Century had a
black bumper and side trim, and from the Century had a bodycolored trim. For the model year,
[14] the Century received another slight facelift featuring a bigger radiator grille and different
headlamps. The interior featured new door panels with the window switches and door lock
switches relocated to a more convenient configuration found on more modern cars, where the
switch location corresponds with the window location in the car body. This feature never
appeared on its sibling the Oldsmobile Ciera, which retained the inline switch bank mounted
flush with the door panel, the rear switch being the driver's door window. The Century windows
switches were not backlit, but illuminated by a small bulb in the door panel trim above the
switch bank. Other interior changes included new seat covers, and relocating the front outboard
seat belts from the A-pillar into the door, functioning as "automatic" seat belts so that the belts
could be buckled and the door opened and closed while still buckled. The driver and front
passenger could enter and exit the vehicle while the seat belt was still fastened. For , the 2. For ,
the slow-selling coupe model was dropped sold for , or 0. Midway through the model year, a
round speedometer replaced the wide rectangular one, but the car still carried on with the
original dash. Despite its dated design, the Century and its sibling the Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
still sold well during the s and proved both reliable and profitable to GM since their tooling
costs had been monetized. In general, the A-body platform was sturdy, and quality was
improved every year while more standard features were added. The Century was redesigned for
the last time in December Plainer "Custom" and fancier "Limited" trim levels were carried over
from the previous generation. The redesign moved Centurys to the W-body platform, rejoining
its former Regal sibling. In this generation, the Century and Regal were nearly the same cars,
distinguished only by seating configurations, trim, and engine differences. Since the Century
was lower-priced than the Regal, it was also the lower-powered and plainer of the two, offering
only a 3. In keeping with its traditional image, the six-passenger Century came equipped with a
front bench seat and column shifter, while the more performance-oriented five-passenger Regal
came standard with front bucket seats and a console shifter. After the discontinuation of the
Skylark, the Century became Buick's entry-level car for the first time. For , all trim levels were
eliminated, leaving one standard model. Additionally, the "Century" nameplate on the front
doors was dropped, and only seen on the vehicle's taillights. Changes were relatively few over

the Century's nine-year run. A limited run of Centurys with special trim were produced for to
mark the end of the name. A four-cylinder model was also available paired to a 5-speed manual
gearbox. The Century was replaced by the Buick Regal due to poor sales. After the
discontinuation of the model in , the New Century name was used as a trim level of the Buick
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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Description: Used Buick Century
Special. South Loop Hyundai is excited to offer this Buick Century. Exceptional in every sense
of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. You've found the one you've
been looking for. Your dream car. The look is unmistakably Buick, the smooth contours and
cutting-edge technology of this Buick Century Custom will definitely turn heads. We welcome
3rd party pre-purchase inspections. Buy With Confidence!! All pre-owned vehicles are sold As
Is. However, some vehicles may still be under factory warranty!! Call today for more
information. Description: Used Buick Century Custom. Description: Used Buick Century
Limited. Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to schedule a test drive! Have peace of
mind knowing your vehicle will be covered from costly repairs through this program. Zero
deductible, no maximum mileage, percent parts and labor valid nationwide! Our exclusive
program will pay for covered repairs to the powertrain components of your vehicle for as long
as you own it! Have true peace of mind Warranty Forever excludes Viper, Hellcat, units over ,
miles, and any vehicle used for commercial purposes. See dealer for details. We are all here to
help you ! It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Rocking a ravishing gold exterior and a taupe interior, this
car is a great pick. Call today to take this vehicle for a spin! Trade must be present at time of
transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help you with your new or used
Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans wherever you live.
Call us at or visit our website at Our business philosophy is the same today as it was in when
we opened our doors. To always provide our customers an efficient and friendly vehicle buying
or vehicle selling experience with a helpful and knowledgeable staff. We do business ethically
and never use shameless or high-pressure gimmicks because we depend on our excellent
reputation, and your repeat business and your friends and family referrals for our continued
success. One of the many benefits we offer is a team of experienced finance and credit
specialists helping people with past credit issues correct them. And our first-time buyer
program for establishing new credit with our guaranteed pre-approval. Buy with confidence
because Cactus Auto offers an exclusive Hour Exchange. If you are unhappy with your vehicle
selection, no problem. Simply exchange it for a different vehicle. No hassle. No gimmicks. And
no fees. Cactus Auto strives for excellence every day with every transaction, whether it's
helping you buy or sell a vehicle. We are proud of our Google 4. To see what our customers are
saying about us check out our Facebook and Google Reviews. It is priced well below the market
to reflect imperfections. It is an older, higher mileage vehicle. This vehicle is for sale as Cash
Only, we will not finance this vehicle under any circumstances. It is being sold As-Is, and a
safety inspection has been completed on the vehicle. The price of the vehicle will not change in
lieu of diagnosed issues. This vehicle is available for a limited time only, and will be sold at
auction or to a wholesaler in a short period of time. Recent Arrival! This vehicle ran when it
came in, but now itneeds work. Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout
for more money. The vehicle identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for
emissions. After youfix it, then it can be tested. Taj Auto Mall has over 1, affordable vehicles in
stock. We offer a 3 Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else? Our
dealership specializes in providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the Lehigh
Valley area. Part of our promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with

unbeatable service. Our goal is to go above and beyond your expectations. Our Bethlehem
dealership has tons of well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at highly affordable prices. So
come on down to our dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through
Saturday from 9 am to 8 pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our number
is Make Taj Auto Mall your first choice for affordable used vehicles. Zeigler Ford Bypass Rd.
Every vehicle has been through a point safety inspection completed by a certified technician
and fully detailed. Take advantage of our VIP internet experience by calling to schedule a test
drive. Read our customer reviews at Elkhart, IN Past Bancrupcy We Finance ALL!! See dealer
for complete details, dealer is not responsible for pricing errors, all prices, plus tax, title, and
plate fees. Some of our used vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Our Fees are
Low. Just Ask. Ask for Details. Call Major League at for any of your auto repair needs. Bad
Credit? No Credit?? No Problem!!! Take a look at this fun to drive Buick Century Custom!! This
vehicle is V6, 3. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location to test drive and make an
offer on your next vehicle. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location Popular sea
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vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive
Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Frame damage. Price Drop. New Listing. Not provided.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 36 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Death of a Faithful Friend. First I
agree with one reviewer on the warped rotors. Both front window motors went out about the
same time a few years ago as well as having an expensive electrical problem that caused major
havic but after a the dealership fixed it ran like a charm. Now, its all over. Too expensive to put
anymore into her with intake valves needing replaces and a cracked head gasket. Now I have
water in my oil. Time for another car. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

